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CRITERION: 7.2 Best Practices  

Practice I 

1. Title of Practice : IIT BOMBAY VIRTUAL LAB -An Initiative of Ministry of Human 

Resource Development (MHRD) 

2. The Goal 

Virtual Labs will provide to the students the result of an experiment by one of the following 

methods (or possibly a combination). Modeling the physical phenomenon by a set of equations 

and carrying out simulations to yield the result of the particular experiment. This can, at-the- 

best, provide an approximate version of the „real-world‟ experiment. Providing measured data 

for virtual lab experiments corresponding to the data previously obtained by measurements on 

an actual system. Remotely triggering an experiment in an actual lab and providing the student 

the result of the experiment through the computer interface. This would entail carrying out the 

actual lab experiment remotely. 

 

3.The Context: 

 To provide remote-access to labs in various disciplines of Science & Engineering. These 

Virtual Labs would cater to students at the undergraduate level, post graduate level as well 

as to research scholars. 

 To enthuse students to conduct experiments by the arousing their curiosity. This would 

help them in learning basic and advanced concepts through remote experimentation. 

 To provide a complete Learning Management System around the Virtual Labs where the 

students can avail the various tools for learning, including additional web-resources, video- 

lectures, animated demonstrations and self evaluation. 

 To share costly equipment and resources, which are otherwise available to limited number 

of users due to constraints on time and geographical distances. 

4.The Practice: 

Virtual labs are conducted basically in the form of workshops in two ways: 

 In house workshop- conducted for the faculty and students of our own institute. 

 Out reached workshop- conducted for the faculty and students of other institutions. 

 To conduct such workshops we need to schedule it on IITB web portal: www.vlabs.iiitb.ac.in. 

5. Evidence of success: 

 Few of the evidence of success are quoted as example as follows. 

 Successfully organized various workshops of virtual lab tutorials for the students as well as 

faculties. 

 Successfully organized the outreach virtual lab workshop for the P. R. Patil college of 

Engineering and Tech., Amravati. 

6 Problems encountered & Resources required 

The Problems encountered are as follows: 

 Some of the Laboratories require separate registration for each of the experiment. 

 Some of the simulators are under development so students face the problem while performing 

the experiments. 
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CRITERION: 7.2 Best Practices  

 

Practice II 

1. Title of Practice I: Free books distribution for enhancing ethical values in students. 

 

2. The Goal : In today’s world the ethical values are becoming more and more                       

negligible  and people rather students are becoming practical. They are loosing interest in 

the ethical values. To adapt this feature into the student’s personality the practice of giving 

the books free of cost to the students so that at least they can read and acquire these values 

 

3. The Context: It is seen that student‘s are becoming practical and very few of them carries the 

ethical values. So this practice will ultimately develop the morality in the students and will try to 

change the thinking of the students who are literally unaware of the consequences they are going to 

face in the real world. As they leave in the reality and with any failure they easily gets disturb and 

then looses the confidence in themselves. 
   

4. The Practice: In this practice actually the books are issued to the department and practice is 

followed at the department level by distributing such types of books to the students who are toppers 

in their respective branches. By doing so no particular department will have to keep track of all this 

at department will maintain the record of every year books distribution and they can even easily 

find the toppers in their particular department. 
 

5. Evidence of success: Few of the evidence of success are quoted as example as follows. 

 More and more students are attracting towards this and they want such types of books. 

 When the prayer starts in the morning they all stand up for the prayer without any caste or 

religious discriminations. 

 They started helping each other in their failures. Also help them in their studies. 

 

6. Problems encountered & Resources required : The Problems encountered was not as such 

only for receiving such types of books from the resources. We require the resources from where the 

books can be received easily. We search for such resources and get the variety of books. 
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